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CENTRALISE ALL FORCES
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
The continued attack by the
Thatcher government on employment, on the standard of life of the
masses, on all the social services
and on trade union organisation is
not just a national policy concerned
with maintaining the level of profits
of capitalism but, essentially, of the
preparation for war. This is shown
clearly by the fact that the only
area of real growth in government
expenditure is on arms, by the constant bellicose attacks made on the
Soviet Union and .the Workers States
and by the rapid agreement to site
new Yankee nuclear missiles in
this country. In fact, the British
Tory government has taken a lead
in respect of capitalist Europe.
It has been the most determined of
all the European bourgeoisies. Of
course, as part of this, intercapitalist competition continues to
intensify. The crisis in the Common
Market over financial contributions
and over the agricultural policy
shows it. But the weakness in this
respect of the Thatcher government,
compared with its firmness in supporting NATO and the introduction
of the new Yankee missiles into
Europe, shows the order of priorities
which they have.
Clearly, all this policy comes
from the weakness of capitalism
and not from its strength. Thatcher,
for example, has just been to Washington and expressed support for
Yankee imperialism. But, she had
nothing to propose in front of the
impotence of Yankee imperialism
t o intervene in Nicaragua, or to
do anything about a small country
like Iran. The Thatcher government
is, in its statements at least, more
militantly anti-Soviet than Carter,
but it has all the weakness of the
capitalist system which has no
future in history. The fact that the
masses of Iran, without much working class, with few trade unions
and all just emerging from a brutal
dictatorship, can defy the armed
might of Yankee imperialism, expresses, in a vivid way, the reality
of a world balance of social forces
which is against imperialism and
the whole system of private propertyAnd the massive an.ti-nuclear
movement in capitalist Europe and
the United States expresses the
same thing in another form. The
THE

statement of Kennedy condemning
the regime of the Shah in Iran expresses the internal crisis within
Yankee imperialism, and the fact
that there is a large sector of the
population of the United States
which opposes the policy of Yankee
imperialism. The Thatcher government shows the same weakness and
internal divisions. The fact that
two secret cabinet papers - on the
policy for nuclear energy and proposal for measures against the
families of strikers - have been
made public in the last weeks,
shows this internal crisis. These
papers were made public by people
who are quite high up in the administration and who are opposed to
these policies. They are people
who feel no confidence at all in
the future of capitalism.
The sacking of Derek Robinson
at Leylands has to be seen in this
light. It is not just a local thing,
concerned with Leylands, but part
of an attempt to prevent the development of an anti-capitalist, political leadership. In part, it Is
concerned with trying to weaken the
trade union organisation of the
working class, but the prime lntentlon of the Tory government Is
political. What this team of Thatcher sees very clearly - as representatives of British imperialism - is
the natural relationship between the
working class,
the masses and
the Soviet Union and the Workers
States. They see that the antinuclear movement - which incorporates a wide strata of the population - is against Yankee missiles
and not against the Soviet Union.
This means that this attack on
Robinson, who is a Communist, incorporates an attack on the workers
movement and an attack on sectors
who are firm on basic class positions and fully in support of the
Soviet Union In the process of confrontation between the two social
systems: capitalism and the Workers
States. Above all, they seek to
prevent the Labour left being influenced and the fact that the NEC
of the Labour Party had to discuss
the sacking of Robinson and take a
position of support for him - even
if it was in a limited form - shows
that the Labour left is influenced

CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE WORLD MASSES.

The latest by-election shows
how rapidly the electoral support
for the Tories has diminished. It
means that a large sector of the
population can be won to the struggle for social transformations. The
proposa I of NU PE, for example, for
a process of meetings and discussions with the population on a campaign of opposition to the government's cuts in social services,
answers in part a necessity. It
answers to the necessity for a centralisation of all the forces for
social change which are in movement now. The national conference
called by the Leyland shop stewards
has the same sense. They both
seek the organisation of the means
for discussion, for the exchange of
ideas, for the organisation of the

social and political intelligence of
the masses, to supercede the inadequacy of the existing leadership
of the workers movement.
This can be seen in two instances:
One is in the fact that the Leyland
workers at Bathgate worked without
wages to produce trucks for Cambodia, and the other is the decision
of the National Union of Students
on a national policy of the occupation of empty property to ease the
acute housing shortage. In both
cases a simple conclusion has been
drawn:
it is necessary to match
the productive forces and property
to the needs of the people. At this
moment there is not a political
leadership which represents this
consciousness, but it exists and is
part ofthe consciousness and conTum to page4
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RESOLUTION OF THE XII WORLD
CONFERENCE OF THE POSADIST IV
INTERNATIONAL ON THE BOLIVIAN
SECTION
2-10-79
J.POSADAS
From 1946 onwards in Bolivia there has been a process of blow and
counter blow. But the coups given by the bourgeoisie in its own name
and linked with imperialism have not detained the world course of the
anti capitalist progress or in Bolivia. The big parties of the
bourgeoisie, even those who have to bathe in social democratic water
and dry off with the bourgeois towel, even these parties cannot now
represent as before the same process, the same perspective. They
cannot remain in the bourgeois camp but enter into the camp of the
progress of Bolivia. They cannot speak any more, only in the name of
the ruling layer, of the bourgeoisie. They have to speak in the name of
a wider audience than that of the bourgeoisie.
This is in a process in which
There is an alteration in the
our section has intervened and it relations between the organisms
is not the first time in which it has of the working class and the
intervened in t11is way. In 1946 bourgeoisie in Bolivia; for this
.the party intervened and won two reason the bourgeoisie has had to
deputies and a senator. They allow elections. In order to
were not very prepared and not maintain its power and not alter
very good, but they tried to that relation the bourgeoisie has
advance the activity in a constantly launched coups.
reasonable way. Now our party
The right tried to support a
must be preoccupied with
government
which was useful to
drawing the conclusions of this
stage which it has lived as a party. it and showed that it feared to do
The party was not prepared and so. Even Paz Es tensoro is not a
neither acted as if prepared; it guarantee for the right and
should have made a meeting of imperialism. They do not have
the central committee and the security that he would be a
produced a resolution of the direct agent of theirs. Hence
party which is the form of Banzar did not support him.
working as a party. The Banzar withdrew the orginal
comrades worked with much will intention of supporting him and
and decision, but not as a remained apart. The right saw
political leadership; a leadership that if it supported Paz Es
which based itself on the tensoro, his triumph could
experience and drew the stimulate a movement in which
conclusion with the programme an agreement of the left could
and organised the activity in develop afterwards.
order to apply conclusions. This
At the same time the workers
has to be done. The comrades parties did not have much echo
have show that although a small and success in the elections. But
party, they have succeeded in
Quiroga Santa Cruz was
intervening as a great party. successful because 80,000 votes
When they intervene as a big are a great number and
party and the bourgeoisie allow it furthermore they were to be
- even with manoeuvres - it is found in almost all parts of the
because the section represents a country. This meant that
necessity. Our comrades are not capitalism could not dominate,
simply the colour of the wheel, organise or lead the country
they form part of the spokes of politically. Before it dealt with
the wheel.
the situation and made a coup.
It is necessary to draw the Why did they not do it now?
conclusion that this is a very They could have made a coup
elevated experience of the and Banzar was there to do it.
Bolivian section and the What has happened is that the
experience is, that being small balance of world and Latin
and not having intervened with American forces, is reflected in
all the maturity that is necessary, Bolivia.
they have had much echo and
The process in Bolivia has not
acceptance and have shown that ended with the elections. This
they can participate as a party in indecisive and non representative
any electoral activity or in parliament cannot last very long.
another important activity of the The class struggle has still not
country. But for this, the section intensified and there is not a
has to elevate its experience and centralised trade union or
function as a leadership.
political leadership. All this has

to be discussed in the section,
together with the organisation of
the life of the party, the
organisation of the life of the
leadership. There must be a
discussion
to
draw
the
conclusions of this process and a
programme of activity for now,
foreseeing the perspective of new
attempts at coups but the failure
already of this government. This
government has already failed
and shows that it cannot
intervene to resolve basically any
problem and if it does not
intervene its quite lost. It does
not have the social force to
resolve any important problem.
But one cannot expect that it will
go on itself, simply from the fact
that it has no strength.
Our section must make a
programme on how to develop in
the workers, miners, peasant,
intellectual, student and military
movements. But above all how to
develop our comrades as leaders,
which means to analyse,
forseeing the course of the
process, to prepare the policy, the
tactic, the appeals, the leaflets,
the pamphlets, the political
positions to stimulate the
workers, the peasant and the
university movement and to
create a posadist current in this
movement of Bolivia. The old
Trotskyism has nc strength. It
can get up and move about but it
has no strength. There is still a
place for the old Trotskyism, as
there is no leadership nor a mass
movement led by workers parties.
The fact that Quiroga Santa
Cruz isolated in Cochabamba has
so much strength, shows a very
important tendency which the
section must take account of. It is
a petit bourgeois tendency but
not petit bourgeois in defence of
the petit bourgeoisie. It is a petit
bourgeois tendency which
analyses problems but does not
draw the conclusions of
problems, does not have a precise
orientation.
The Bolivian communist party
is small and develops in a game of
manoeuvre trying to impede the
development of our section and
that of Quiroga
Santa Cruz.
The communists do not seek their
own development and expansion
as a party, but that our section
Turn to page
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as if nothing can be done. It is
necessary to intervene! The party
must begin by an internal
discussion, with the conclusions
of the electoral activity, to be
able to educate the section and
our cadres. The present
government of Bolivia is totally
unstable from every point of
view. It is a compromise which
cannot last but wh.ich can f:all tomorrow
.
An unquestionable fact is that
while in another stage, this
situation would have already
determined a coup d'etat, this
time conditions are such that they
cannot make a coup. This is a
defeat of the right. It is not the
left which has been defeated. The
left cannot triumph because it
does not have its own position
nor forces. There was the UDP or
Paz Es tensoro.

transitory stage. Meanwhile it is
necessary to advance, developing
cadres in the workers, peasant
and intellectual movement, to
understand that this is a
transitory stage because the
THE PARTY MUST HAVE A FLEXIBLE CAPACITY OF workers movement does not
possess its own policy nor its own
PERSUASION
leadership. On the contrary the
The movement of Quiroga Santa Cruz is very weak and reflects all comrades must persist in
the regional ~!visions of Bolivia, the lack of a centralised leadership of reiterating the condition of the
the bourgeo:s1e and work~rs movement. This situation gives rise to a need for a COB united front
movement hke that of Qmroga
Santa Cruz which triumphs in one (Bolivian workers centre ) of
trade unions, peasants and
part of the country.
Our section has to make a peasant and miners movement on students, and although it may not
consistent organisation of the the need to take Bolivia out of be immediately taken up this is an
activity
in
the
workers backwardness. This is not simply objective more important than
movement, the peasant and to nationalise everything and the UDP. It was correct to
student movement. It is necessary plan. This is the conclusion, but intervene in the UDP because this
to prepare the intervention with a it is necessary to advance now, front was not made. It is
It is necessary to discuss in the
logical, intelligent but very and there is no water, no necessary to discuss this
profound programme, not that it drainage, no transport, no light experience to learn the flexibility party and to maintain a more
is necessary to go to socialism,to and no hospitals. It is necessary of the policy and the tactic to dynamic activity of publications.
nationalise, but intervening with to unite the programme of social intervene.
All the sections of the
didactic explanations; that it is transformations with these
International have as a base for
not
only
necessary
to immediate necessities. Wages are
In Bolivia matters continue as their
development
the
expropriate, to nationalise, to very low, the standard of living is before. The present government publications but also to intervene
give houses to the workers, and · among the poorest in the world: is a government of transition. It - when there are the conditions
the peasants, but that it is there is a very high mortality rate. does not have its own as in Bolivia - with all the
necessary to explain that Bolivia At thirty three, the miner looks representation. It lives from the necessary force not at the cost of
cannot come out of immense like someone about a hundred. oscillations of the bourgeois the publications but on the basis
backwardness in which it is The conditions of life and the parties and has no security. It is of them. This is to attract and
buried, without the measures atmosphere are among the worst not a government which can concentrate the forces in those
which the party proposes. in the world. It is not possible to develop a political programme, sectors that the party influences
Without waiting for such write a literature or a novel on of economic nor even commercial and it is necessary to influence
measures, the party has to give an these problems. The "Mundo development. This government is not only towards historic
intermediate conclusion, an anche y ajeno" about which the completely transitory. But one solutions but also the specific,
economic conclusion above all, Peruvian Ciro Alegria wrote, is cannot wait for it to fall or that concrete solutions of the
to answer to the needs of people. not for now; now the world is its transitoriness is accentuated, process.
It does not mean adapting itself wide but for us. The comrades
to the bourgeois government. must write showing that Bolivia
The party must make proposals has all the conditions to develop,
as the trade union movement but that even having them it FUNCTIONING OF THE WORKERS ORGANISATIONS IS
does, but much more profound cannot be made in isolation. SUPERFICIAL
and extended, making people Bolivia has to depend on the
participate.
alliance with Peru, with Chile
Fo~ .exampl~ what is the co~clusion_ of the mines, the wages and
Our section must propose that and other countries. Alone, it ~o~d1tlons of hfe? Th~r~ are pomts which the section must constantly
the universities discuss in the cannot
come
out
of ms1st upon to take Bohv1a out of backwardness. First it is necessary to
university: how to bring Bolivia backwardness. One cannot take people out of backwardness, as for example the inhuman
out of backwardness, to see that propose this now as a conclusion. conditions in which the miners live. This is not going to be resolved
they discuss and our comrades It is necessary to develop and now, but the explanations must be of such a nature that the miners can
must make proposals. Our explain it. But it is not the see. that they can elevat~ their life and that they have to change the
programme cannot be applied conclusion for now. It is regime. They are not gomg to succeed in changing the conditions of
immediately, but it is necessary to necessary to make these analyses life of the miners within the capitalist system, but on the other hand it
make a didactic, cultural to develop the understanding and is possible to raise a discussion to show that the miners can and must
development at the same time as the influence in the intellectual change the inhuman condition of work and life, but that for this it is
using the political energy, so that sectors. The outlet to the sea can necessary to change Bolivia. This is the way to take Bolivia o~t of
the programme is applied to the be won by means of the land. It is backwardness. The comrades must discuss all this.
maximum possible, to make a not possible to find the outlet to
The functioning of the experience which they have made
cultural programme which shows the sea without affirming the communist and socialist parties of intervening in the elections in
that Bolivia cannot come out land. It is necessary to explain and the trade unions are the ~D? confirms that it cannot
from the backwardness w1'th any and develop this theme because emp1ncal
· ·
remain
and superficial,
. 1solat
. ed f rom a movement
government which maintains new tendencies are going to come because there is no political life. which mc~udes the whole
itself at the present level. What to try to create diversion with Thus there is still not the level to country.. It is necessary to seek
are the problems of Bolivia? propaganda, saying "we do not understand and the movements how .to. mtervene so .~ not to
Foreign trade?. That's not true. have
1 d . The
. an outlet to the sea. It is for develop on the basis of remaI n I s?Ia.t ed an. d u.t llse
The essential problem of Bol1'v1·a t h ts reason
that we are leaderships which trail along and form o f mt ervenmg is sueh t hat
•
is that people do not have houses
co11apsmg" ·
give material means to act and !he masses can ~ee that the party
water, drainage, hospitals o;
show that they have been able to mter':'en~s, that 1t see~s the means
transport. These are the problems
When there is such an activity triumph like the Cuban of ~emg m contact with them an.d
of Bolivia. If the bourgeos1·e says of the
. party
· · as important as tlie leadership for example. It was t o m fl uence th e m. asses and i.n
that it i's go1'ng to resolve elect ions,
1 · It ts necessary to draw soviet support and the world p art , the b ot;trgeo1s democrat1c
problems with the mines with cone ustons to educate the party relation of forces which movement which makes a turn to
their measures, that's a l1'e. They and learn to lead;
· not a game, its
· • a turn
· ·what position
k
permitted Castro such a triumph the Ieft · It is
have had the mi·nes for many t 0 t a ke, wh at experience to ma e, plus a leadership which in this t o th e Ie ft b ecause . t h es.e
ears and no problem has been how to d· evedlop a programme
·
11 of moment fulfilled its task with mo vement s are f ormed m t his
Y
resolved,
because the pol1't1"cal bourgeois
emocratic
a iance
· someth'mg o f a
· h 11·
h'
h
I I
revolutionary capacity and duty. way · There is
and social leadersh1'p has seen wit
a
Ies
w
tc
are
comp
ete
Y
manoe
h
·
t · I b
al' ·
h
That is to say, there are not the
. ~vre ere b ut th ey see t h at
that the mi·nes serve a small circums · antia
ut re ismg t at conditions so that - by means of capital1sm h as no f ut ure.
·
minority of the country, who alone it is not possible · to
t
the truth, of the consistent
The comrades of the Bol1'v1·an
programme in accordance with advance · The forces d 0 not exis ,
J·ust
to
go
alone
If
the
t
relation
and
analysis
one
can
section
must consi'der that they
.
.
t h·eir mterests. Where does this rema1'ns i'solated· 't h par Y influence but now there are have made
an exper1'ence wh1'ch
1
mmority lead the development of
•
as
no
Contact Wt.th real1"tY• wi'th th e structures of parties which are must be the bas1·s of a later
t e country?
h
trade union, political and not moved by the truth but by activity. In all the sections of
It is necessary to take these university life. Hence it is their truth.
Latin America within a short
.
t'1me, f avourable situations
.
.
·scuss1'ons as a centre of necessary to mtervene
in
these
These
communists
leaders
and
are
dl
experience
and
of
the
.
I Ar
.
f
movements. There is no workers states have to defend gomg to appear. n
gentma
d
eve1opment o the party and to possibility that the party can themselves from capitalism but and Uruguay situations are going
take examples from other develop an extensive movement also from every consistent to occur - in which we can
countr1'es. For example 1·n alone. It 1s
· 1mposs1ble
·
·
· t ervene. I n Argentma
· 1t
· 1s
· more
to do it. revolutionary idea. The same m
. 1s
. necessary to intervene happened with the sovi'et d'ff'
. a
Nicaragua, i't i"s necessary to H ence it
I IcuIt, b ecause t here 1s
understand the relat1·on of m
. a11·1ance with
• bourgeois sectors leadership, but in thi's case, ·t ·s bourgeolSle
. . wh'ich is
. the most
1 1
dependence on external icorces. but not WI.th anyone. At the same less
.
. Latin America and it
because
the
sov1'et conscious
m
·
· more structured than the old
dThe lack
d of means that make I.t time
the party must not identify bureaucracy has an apparatus of is
epen
on external support, itself with these sectors.
immense strength and a left oligarchy which before through
means that they depend also on
within it. The Cubans on the coffee was linked to the world
external polit.ical 1·nfluence • fl It'b'l"
is necessary
to acquire the other hand depend on the sov1'ets mar ket b ecause it depended on
f
orientation and pressure. Our
ex11 11ty o the position, of and in that on a sector which is t h e Bntts
.. h world market. Brasil
section i s.t~oing to suffer from the ~? ~::ti~:~ti~f ~~e ~~~~~~m~~! closer to the right, than the was slower to create a stable
sectors linked to the world economic base. But the
Same po 11ca pressure.
vanguard, winning
A rgent1mans
· ·
· cattle raising
The comrades must consider education
of this people
policy, ininthea process of the revolution.
with
that
strongly
basedfoundation
because that
was the
essential
of
. it is. necessary to elevate the democratic bourgeoI's front
T he comrades of the Bolivian were
1scuss1on
of
the
workers,
where
we
intervene,
as
a
.
f
l
h
sect10n must ee t at the the economy. Hence it is one of
d

does not develop. The Bolivian
communist party has a policy of

1 1

-.

adaptation to every class of
agreement.

the most solid Latin American
bourgeoisie and a part of them
became industrial. There are
confrontations and agreements
between the oligarchy and the
industrial sector because its the
same as with the coffee bosses.
Part of them are investors in the
banks and afterwards they invest
in industry.
One must feel that i·t 1·s
necessary to intervene in these
movements of Latin America.
But the party has to prepare
beforehand to discuss, to see
what policy to put forward, what
slogans, what tactic in a manner
not to be absorbed, not to stop,
or wait or be outside nor on one
side of the process but to
intervene to link up with the
masses, with the intellectual
vanguard, with the petit
bourgeois vanguard which could
be attracted through the
bourgeois democratic movement,
not bourgeois but democratic.
These movements do not attract
indiscriminately but through the
democratic aspect of the
!flOvement. Thus it is necessary to
mtervene, maintaining our
physiognomy, so that there is no
con.fusio~ about our going
behmd this programme. It is an
agreement that people, that the
masses know is an agreement, a
united front for these points
which are in the programme:
democratic
1i be rt i es ,
development of the economy,
trade union liberty etc. Every
economic programme must
include democratic liberties for
the trade union movement,
peasant movement, peasant or
petit bourgeois organisation.
That is, it is not possible to make
a movement in which democratic
liberties are denied to anyone
(less for the bourgeoisie and the
oligarchy). Liberty for everyone
we agree. Rights for the oligarchy
we cannot oppose but if they try
anything we will smash them. But
in the peasant and trade union
movement we discuss and
exchange ideas.
It is necessary to learn so as
to move in this activity. It is not
new. Our party in Argentina
acted like this with Peronism.
The first clashes with the
leaderhip of the international of
that time were over this, when we
posed: we critically support
Peronism. They said that
"Posadas i's an agent pat'd by
peronism". After
many of
them saw our force and
supported our position of
support to the Peroni' st
movement. Peron took the most
advanced measures in Latin
Ameriea towards the trade union
movement. It they were inferior
in a general sense to those of
Bolivia ·I·n programme, pol1't1'cally
they were infinitely superior
because they were conquests
which made ArgentI'na the most
important country i·n Lat1'n
Amer1'ca, because t't was the
centre of the most concentrated
industry and proletar1·at. There
was a proletariat of one million
eight hundred thousand workers
in a country of twenty million
which is a great deal. One has to
see that when Peron made this
r ·
po i~y, itdwbas not anything. It was
motivate
the war and thus a
· dY
na1·ional m
ustry was deve1oped.
Also the proletariat had to be
developed. Thus there was not
th
·
for
an
· de opportunity
d
m epen
ent movement
1
ed
t th
d
· or1 to
,part1cu ar
b uca e e vanguar
th
· y
s ecauset d the Ycommunists
k
T
uppor e
e
anand
s. made
he
communistssupported
a united front with Santamarina
d B
d
h
an
ran · en, Ar
t e Yankee
ambassad
·
or m
gentma.
The party has to prepare not to
make the error of adapting to the
bourgeois sector. But it certainly
has
front
h to make
th a united
·
'd d with
h
w
oever
ere
lSi
prov1
e t ofe
party afterwards has freedom
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action to continue as a party
agitating around the programme,
slogans and objectives. In the
alliance, the slogans must relate
to democratic and trade union
rights, rights of the petit
bourgeoisie and of the peasantry.
within the plane of bourgeois
democracy and on occasion as at
present, these bourgeois sectors
have to consent to such support.
This is because there are disputes
against the military apparatus:
the military apparatus which
supports the bourgeois apparatus
and manufacturers the votes. For
example the defeat of Siles Suazo
is a lie.
Siles Suazo in the elections got
at least 60-65% of the votes.
The rest are votes that were
stolen. This is going to be
expressed soon enough. They
cannot allow a new election
because Siles Suazo could win or
a new tendency might arise from
all this process within the camp
of Paz Es tensoro which could
seek a new alliance. As there are
not structured movements but
indecisive ones, tendencies are
formed on the way. Before, the
equation
was
Paz
Es
tensoro -Siles Suazo. Now they
are separated. Before the
progressive one was Paz Es
tensoro and Siles Suazo was on
the right of the movement of Paz
Estensoro.
All
these
sectors
see
nationalism as a movement which
they dominated and contained.
Then the slogans which they
themselves gave, they hoped to
use to contain, like Peron
although he wanted to advance.
Peron himself posed "I
understood that one could not
stay here and that communism
was inevitable but this is the stage
of bourgeois democracy". This
was not merely a manoeuvre. The
bourgeoisie did not understand
Peron, hence it threw him out

and from the time that Peron fell
there was a terrible economic
stagnation.' Peron developed the
bourgeoisie but at an enormous
cost because he spent an immense
wealth in stupidities; he bought
the Yanks and the British out of a
series of enterprises for which
there was no need and which were
only worth one percent of what
he paid. This shows the fear of
the bourgeoisie because if Peron
moved the masses, expropriation
would follow. But this was then
to fall in to the hands of the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie
did not allow it, because it had
what it has now: the agricultural
oligarchy, the cattle owners who
controlled
the
industrial
development of the country.
Peron had to resort to the
workers
for
industrial
development and at the same
time he had to make all the
concessions which he did and
which were many. Argentina was
the first country of Latin
America and almost all the world
where they established that the
section delegates of the factory
could see the company books. It
was a very important conquest.
Besides the workers could meet
during working hours in the
factory. The boss could not sack
the worker but had to call the
council of delegates and
communicate this to them. These
then discussed if this was
acceptable or not. All these were
concessions which Peron had to
make and showed also the
maturity of the workers
movement because they were
directly linked with that.
All this is going to be returned
to. It can happen in a similar
form or deeper for the stage in
which we are living, in Brasil or
Ecuador, in Argentina and
Bolivia. It can happen in all these
countries, It can, but it does not
mean that it will.

The London Conference
on Zimbabwe-Rhodesia and the need
for the socialist solution

IT IS NECESSARY TO DEVELOP A BROAD UNITED FRONT

the next election the party must
intervene by preparing to
publish a great deal, to draw
conclusions with periodic
meetings and a plan of progress.
Each militant in his place of
work, place of study in the
university, in the mines in the
factory, in the school in the
centre of work must develop the
activity and win and develop
cadres.
In the mines there is no
leadership. There is a rupture.
Hence the leadership changes
constantly. From the old
programme of the COB nothing
remains. The old programme
which they had in 1947 even with
Paz Estensoro has gone. These
present leaders are not capable of
making a new programme. Our
comrades can intervene on the
other
hand
proposing
resolutions, accentuating
immediately the necessity to
improve the conditions of life of
the miner and to propose finally
the nationalisation of the mines
and planning.

The party must feel that it is necessary to be prepared to intervene in
the democratic bourgeois process and to see that it is linked to the
maximum to the base: to the students, the intellectuals, the teachers,
and trade union leaders. But not to remain submitted to the trade
union leaders. It is very important to be linked to the petit
bourgeoisie, to the teachers, students, leaders, intellectuals, the ones
who afterwards determine the programmatic course of the workers
movement.
In the next year the then call it changes. One must
government says that they will show that changes are necessary,
call new elections. A coup can for example to take Bolivia out of
come and they may call elections backwardness. It is necessary to
before. But it is necessary to take say that this is a slogan which
into account the defeat which this responds to an urgent necessity
is for the oligarchy. which had to of the situation of the country, of
accept an election without a coup a very backward country which
and not to go back on it. It is a has no reason for such
This
defeat for the oligarchy and thus backwardness.
it is necessary to prepare to backwardness is not the result of
intervene in this process, not lack of means but comes from the
waiting for the communist party. negligence and the incapacity of
It is not a question of breaking the ruling class. This incapacity
with them but the party has to stems from their interest which
make a programme and launch it does not allow them to be
without waiting for the concerned with the progress of
communists. They want to the country and they have no
impede our development and the measures for progress. What they
want is to extend their business
reasons they want to impede it,
is that our party is more resolved, affairs for competition with the
more advanced and more decided rest of the capitalist system.
The old leaders put this in the
than the communist party. This is
first place and there they
very limited. Its own base does
There is no doubt that the remained for years and years. It
not respond to them; if they want election was a swindle. Siles is necessary to propose and
to advance much, half of them Suazo had between 60~65% of immediately, to improve the
would stay behind. It is not that the votes. There are plenty of conditions of life which means
they do not have confidence, but stories about this; in places where better wages, better conditions of
they do not have the basis for a there are only 1500 electors there work, of health, better drainage,
better policy. On the other hand, were suddenly two thousand transport, welfare, baths, better
the party is influencing the votes in favour of Paz Estensoro; food, better houses for the
communist base. Thus they want regions which were favourable to miner with windows, floors,
us to give them ideas. Then they the UDP afterwards appeared baths, with running water and
want to apply them and leave us with a majority for Paz Es light. Thats a programme, so that
on one side. Hence the party tensoro and nobody said the streets of the miners' areas
must make its own independent anything. One does not measure have proper drainage, so they are
activity. If there is an agreement, the result by the fact that the ...lMid where the children are born
the latter should be public: it is election was different in the with malaria. This is a
necessary to make public and countryside compared with the programme united to certain
programmatic agreements, town. When the town is transformations of the mines, of
proposing "we will make art characterised by this attitude, it is the planning of production or
agreement on this basis, on these because it includes the thought of statification of other properties
points''. Let the communist and the whole country. The which are still not statified. But
non communist base feel these countryside can vary a little, but this is the programme which has
points of agreement, points that it is not against the process. In to be proposed.
are not made in private. It may be
possible to make a discussion of IT IS NECESSARY TO SATISFY THE NEEDS OF THE
leadership with leadership, but it POPULATION
should be made public.
Thus for example if they say when the,Jncrease in wages is proposed
It is necessary to intervene
using all our authority to develop that it cannot be done, it has to be said th.at it can be done. If the party
discussions on the need for a goes to power or to a popular government in power lowering the
more profound programme. It is income of all the cliques who control the mine, they have to triple the
necessary to have a united front wages of the miners by eliminating the robberies of these people, it is
in which workers, students and possible to triple the wages of the miners. One must recall the book of
peasants participate with a the Trotskyist Tristan Maroff written in 1936 which recounts that the
programme of changes. If miners shifted from the mines, masses of earth which were really
transformations frighten people minerals. Now perhaps this is not the case, but the robbery goes on,
turn to page4

The African revolution may
be delayed but it cannot be
stopped by the declining forces
of imperialism.
As with the
case of Nicaragua or Iran, the
world balance of forces favours
the revolution and contains
imperialism.
Imperialism has only survived so long in Africa because
the Soviet Union and the Communist parties conspicuously
failed to develop movements
which could consistently develop an anti-capitalist programme
- hence the progress of Ethiopia
has been achieved empirically
through the transformation of the
army into a weapon of social
progress, or there has been the
bloody and quite unnecessary
process in Uganda. But such is
the progress of the world revolution and the immense growth
of the Workers States, that social
progress takes hold of movements like that of Nkomo or
Mugabe and turns them into instruments of social change,
bound to continue an ant/imperialist and anti-capitalist
struggle to advance from naticmalist to Socialist objectives.
This is why the London conference has given the appearance

from the start of deja VU•
Imperialism is faced with a
situation
which it
cannot
determine.

It would have liked to develop a nationalist bourgeois force
with which it could deal, but the
Muzorewa outfit hardly represents any force at all.
In
practice there is little African
bourgeoisie anywhere with any
weight - nothing that can compare with, for example, the
Argentinian bourgeoisie in Latin
America. Imperialism has kept
Africa so poor and so backward
that, as a continent, it has to
import more and more foodstuffs
because the economy is developed in a totally distorted way
for the interests only of raw
material exploitation. Imperialism now reaps the harvest of
its incompetence - lack of
social support to interrupt the
revolutionary process.
Thus,
in conditions of extreme backwardness it is possible in present historic circumstances., to
from tribalism to
advance
Socialism. Essentially this is
what, in Marxist terms, is referred to as the 'permanent
revolution', which is not a hail

of bullets, but leaping historic
stages - because the bourgeoisie is too weak to fulfil even
the most elementary of it:s
historic tasks.
The craven
Muzorewa is the image of the
African •bourgeoisie'.

Theoretically,
imperialism
would like to enveigle the Patriotic Front into all manner of
negotiations to emasculate its
power, but it has nothing to
otter the exploited masses who
look to the Patriotic Front. It
can only offer submission to
itself as a perspective. The
original Kissinger initiative was
to make Smith give more concessions to admit to the principle of one man, one vote.
This, in itself, was a defeat.
The fact that imperialism had
to enter upon negotiations with
the Patriotic Front and admit
that previous elections were
fraudulent has been another blow
to its authority in front of the
world.
But the whites are not going
to go quietly. Imperialism is
not going to give up without a
fight. Imperialism tries to de-

velop a series of apparent concessions. Thus it superficially
tries to modify 'apartheid' in
South Africa and even recognise
'black unions', but it has no
means and no interest in transforming the life of the masses in
South Africa or ZimbabweRhodesia. The economy of the
latter is totally underdeveloped.
It amounts to mining and certain
agricultural products, but the
mass of the population is kept
at a low level of life because
capitalism has no interest in
developing a harmonious economy as a whole.

Despite the reluctance of the
Soviet leadership to take creative initiatives to accelerate the
process to its maximum, it has
been obliged to support all the
progress of states, such as
Angola and Mozambique, in
freeing themselves from capitalism. It is obliged to support
the Patriotic Front and will
have to do so even more in the
future. Imperialism hoped that
what they call 'the front line
states' would exert a 'restraining influence' on the Patriotic
Front, but there is no basis for
such a restraint. It the Soviet

leadership had been adequately
prepared, none of the Carrington
negotiations would have been
necessary but, even so, imperialism - though it may gain a
little time - is seen to have
come away empty handed with
nothing to show but a new confrontation in which it is at the
receiving and not the triumphant
end.
Whatever the particular
forms of the process in Zimbabwe, the solution can only be
social transformations based on
the expropriation of private
property.
The Conservative
government in Britain has tried
to build its prestige on the basis
of its handling of the negotiations, but the result has shown
yet again the social weakness
of imperialism and its inability
to win any of its objectives that is, to contain the process
of permanent revolution. The
left in the Labour Party musf
base itself on the very favourable world situation and the
resultant weakness of the capitalist government here, so as to
develop a consistent programme
of social transformations. That
is the conclusion flowing from
the negotiations over Zimbabwe
Rhodesia.
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RESOLUTION
ON THE BOLIVIAN
SECTION

BLUNT: TRAITOR TO WHOM?

continued from page 3

like the sale of oil and gas which is a scandal. This is a business which
they have with Argentina. They sell at half the price and all the
managing clique benefits from this. Instead of being private property,
it's the property of the military clique in control because they
determine the price and everything. Thus instead of being profitable,
nationisation result in losses and the profit is taken by these people.
It is necessary to improve the copper and it is in Chile that they
standard of living of the people, have most interest. But the
to provide statistics making a mining producing of Bolivia is
demonstration of the low level of also indispensable to the country.
life of the miners. All know that On the other hand the workers
it is like this, well and how to states have an interest and the
fight it now? Running water is blast furnaces which were made
necessary, drains, baths, streets, with the workers states, show
not mud tracks but roads with that after the blast furnaces, it is
pavements, pathways, houses necessary to establish factories to
with windows, floors, roofs and produce useful articles not
doors. This is the progress of building car factories in which
Bolivia to elevate the quality and the bourgeoisie and the well
quantity of the food of the heeled petit bourgeoisie are only
interested. Instead of a mountain
miners.
of cars, it is necessary to make
The party must pose all this, factories for houses, for roads,
united to nationalisations and and so that people can have
statifications.
Where
the running water everyday. The
nationalisation is carried out, mountains have enough resources
planning has to be done with the to provide water all the year
trade
union. Trade union
democracy has to be extended to round.
The party must discuss all this.
the miners zones. At the
beginning one must not believe At the same time as the
that the miners are going to immediate demands of the
intervene; with the experience workers, peasants, miners,
which they have of those who secondary and university
were there, they are not going to students, they should discuss all
intervene, and besides that they this. Medicine is very important.
are too tired after work, to We agree. But if the doctors do
intervene. To go home and not concern themselves with the
return to a meeting is not going to Bolivian people so that they have
happen. Thus first of all, it is medicines, it is a very restricted
necessary to agitate so that all activity and conclusion of
intervene as a commission of medicine. Doctors are used to
control of the programme with a cure a small layer of the
commission of application in population who can pay but the
every mine, in every pit and every rest cannot pay. Then the sale of
trade union. It is necessary to knowledge to kill people develops
have publications in which the and the immense majority of the
miners write what they want. students now do not have this
Together with this it is necessary idea of being a doctor. They want
to intervene in the discussion of to study. They want to be useful.
all the problems of the mines, of They want to intervene in the
the country so that the miners construction of life. They feel
intervene. It is necessary to pose a that life is constructed in this
plan to overcome illiteracy; if way.
they want quicha, alright, quicha
The party must make the
together with Spanish. One must programme to take Bolivia out of
not insist too much on Spanish, backwardness, with a programme
that will come by itself. When the essentially aimed at the miners, at
miners feel that quicha does not poor people, at the peasant. It is
place them in communication necessary to propose above all
with the rest of the country or the problem of agriculture, an
does it in a slow form, they are agrarian programme. It is not
going to change to Spanish. They true that the altiplano is the
~o not learn Spanish because of
image and mirror of Bolivia. It~ a
resist.!nce to the capitalist state, lie. Bolivia has hot valleys, all of
but all understand Spanish; they Cochabamba and Santa Cruz
do not want to speak it nor learn which is a marvellous country
it because of resistence to the and also Pando. These are lands
state.
for livestock and for everything;
This does not mean taking not to no purpose which is the
Bolivia out of backwardness, as history of the bourgeoisie. The
the bourgeoisie want or the well Argentinian bourgeoisie wants to
off petit bourgeoisie, to develop grab this. These are very rich
business, new concerns so as then zones for agricultural production
to say "we got out of that" or "I and cattle raising.
got out of the backwardness". At
The party must discuss all this.
the same time as posing the need The bourgeoisie is not interested.
to leave backwardness behind it It is necessary to give a
should be combined with an programme of the elevation of
increase in the efficiency of the Iife of the peasant. The first
mines and better commercial condition is to elevate production
initiatives. Even with the and to elevate the life of the
repression of these governments peasant and to produce
even of Banzer, they had to do mechanisation
in the fields. If the
business with the soviets. One has peasants want to continue
to feel this because imperialism speaking the original language,
does not have any interest or in let them do it. Spanish is only
the blast furnaces. It has an
to come through logical
interest in producing raw going
necessity. One must not impose
lllaterial as it comes and nothing Spanish on them but let them
more. Now they have abandoned maintain their language and their
the junk that turned out to be tongue. Cultural development
valuable silver, copper, lead and brings the logical necessity of a
rare minerals. They have no
which communicates
interest except in buying what is language
with
the
world.
It is not an
strictly necessary to them. What imposition.
they n.eed most is what the
Chileans are exporting, which is J. POSADAS,20ctober, 1979.
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The so-called spying of Anthony
Blunt was kept quiet by all manner
of bourgeois sectors (which appears
to include the Queen) because of
the social and political blow it
would have meant for them all. It
would have brought to light the
reality that the capitalist system is
In total and final social, political
and cultural crisis - to say nothing
of the economic crisis. Large sectors of the British intelligentsia
have been, and still are, won over
to the Soviet Union, the Workers
State, and abhor capitalism. They
saw as plain as daylight that capitalism did not resist fascism In
Europe, hoping that it would destroy
the Soviet Union. Those who helped
the Soviet Union, therefore, have
shown their concern for humanity
and not loyalty to the murderous
establishment. Many Labour MPs
have called Anthony Blunt a 'traitor', and the Labour Party has not
disagreed with this. However, it is
necessary to wonder a 'traitor' to
whom?
Many sectors of the bourgeois
state, the secret services, high
ranking police officers, the Home
Office, the judiciary, the monarchy
and others, have covered up the
•spying' (so-called} because they
felt that It would show to everyone
the mortal social agony of their
system of private property, and the
superiority of the USSR which is
even felt by very qualified members
of the Intelligentsia, interested in
art, history and human culture.
This is why they kept this •Blunt
affair' quiet. Correspondingly, it is
quite a commentary on the actual
disintegration of the bourgeois
state, their internal feuds, when
they can no longer agree amongst
themselves to keep this quiet. The
Labour Party has to say that the
uncovering of this 'spying' - like
the struggle between the BBC and
Heseltine, for instance - is the
result of the disintegration of the
bourgeois state, which is the result,
not of the struggle in Britain but of
the world balance of forces, in
which It is the Workers States which
decide and not Imperialism; and it
ls the Workers Stat es which influence
the masses of the world. This is
not sl.mply a~ :conomic crisis, it is
a soc1a!, po!1~1cal, cu.lt.ural: and. an
economic cns1s of British 1mper1alism. We call on the Labour left
to analyse this and conclude that
conditions exist for a consistent
anti-capitalist struggle by the
Labour left and the trade unions.
Many Labour MPs have called
Blunt a •traitor', and the Labour
Party has said no different. It is
quite relevant to recall, however,
that in the period which we are
talking about, capitalism in Europe
- far from struggling against
fascism - sat back and let it take
over, in the hope that it would
smash the Soviet Union. If, however, Hitler was smashed and
fascism with it, who is to take the
credit?
The Soviet Union, its
masses and the historic battle of
Stalingrad!
The masses of the
Soviet Union, in spite of Stalin,
took the lead in the struggle at the
cost of 20,000,000 dead and more.
This is a fact which capitalism
has completely forgotten today. If
the USSR was an ally of Britain
against fascism, why should the
passing of information to an ally be
considered 'spying'? The fact that

this passing of information was, and
still is, considered 'spying' shows
beyond any doubt that the rulers of
this country were not identified
with the struggle against fascism.
Everyone knows that European and
US capitalism just waited - hoping
that the USSR would be smashed.
And, supporting themselves on the
USSR, the masses of each country,
of France and Italy - with no help
from their governments (indeed,
their governments were either collaborating or fascist) - dealtwith
the fascists. Millions died out of
this monumental treason of capitalism to humanity, which shows the
real nature of capitalism,
not
just capable of some treasonable
act. Then, who is the traitor? It
is against the Interest of the Labour
masses that the Labour Party should
join the bourgeois rumpus and consider, therefore, perfectly gentlemanly the activity of the British
ruling class of condoning fascism.
The acceptance of the qualification
of 'traitor' against Blunt by Labour
leaders can mean nothing more
than a loyalty to the social system
of capitalism and its neutron bomb.
This loyalty could quite correctly
be qualified on its own merit as
treason to the working class of
Britain, Ireland and of the whole
world.
SEEK THE MEANS FOR DEMOCRACY OUTSIDE PARLIAMENT
It Is necessary to discuss in the
Labour Party and the trade unions
that there has not been a 'coverup' as their leaders say. This expression comes from the illusion
that the bourgeois state is democratic - except sometimes. This,
however, is refuted by aII and
permanent evidence. To this day,
no one has found the killers of Blair
Peach, a shop stewards convenor
in •state-owned' industry is
sacked without any regard for parliamentary procedure, the most
Important political and military
decisions are taken outside parliament such as the presence of the
SAS 'in the British army, the commitment to NATO or the nuclear
war rehearsals. Where is the democracy in any of this? However, it
is necessary to add, too, that the
•solidarity' which there appears to
have been between all sectors of
the bourgeois state over the so:..
called 4 spying cover-up' is not an
accident or a failure of individuals
or of democracy. These various
sectors of the state apparatus have
all in common their respect of, and
dependance on, private property;
and it is in defence of their own
class interest that they kept silent.
They show that for all the matters
of life and death of the capitalist
system, the state functions as a
STRUCTURE in defence of private
property, which is the normal functioning of a bourgeois state. And it
is precisely when such revelations
~ particularly in the heart of imperialism - take place that you measure
the degree of decomposition of the
bourgeois state, its mortal agony,
and the fact that big social upheavals and revolutions are to come.
So, it is necessary to conclude
that, however much one may struggle
in parliament for the amelioration
of the conditions of the working
class, which is necessary, the bulk
of the struggle for the working class
is outside parliament.

This does not mean that the
struggle in parliament to make the
government abandon projects of repressive laws such as the 'Freedom
of Information Act' which Thatcher
has had to drop, is not necessary.
On the contrary, it is correct to
have made her drop it. But one has
to do this without illusion that the
system as a whole only needs
amelioration from within parliament.
An instance is highlighted by the
continuing existence of the Official
Secrets Acts, under which the two
journalists (Agee) were recently
fined and victimised for the crime of
reporting things as they were. There
is no doubt also that, even if this
Act were not in force, the state
would have found some other way
to impede information on what is
happening in Northern Ireland, what
NATO is preparing, and on the
•nuclear computer incident', which
really was a rehearsal for war. It
shows, therefore, that not all the
efforts of the Labour Party and
trade unions have to be spent on
the parliamentary struggle and dispute, but that it is necessary to
mobilise the working class and
masses against the nuclear preparations, against the immense destruction of life which capitalism represents. If the capitalist class has
its power in the fact that it owns
the means of production, it is the
workers, the trade unions and their
workers' party that can abolish this
power through the expropriation of
capitalism, nationalisations, workers control and the functioning of
committees of the working class
and masses. The parliamentary
struggle is good, but only secondary
to this. The loyalty shown by
Labour leaders to the capitalist
system has to be denounced by the
left in the Labour Party and the
trade unions, and the left has to
organise a life of discussions and
publications, supporting themselves on all this analysis.

Editorial
continued ff'om page 1

fidence of the masses of the world
which is expressed in Iran when
they confront Yankee imperialism
and make appeals to the masses of
Britain and the United States.
These initiatives, together with
the steel strike and the other
actions which the working class is
going to take in the next period, form
a basis for the elevation of the trade
unions and the Labour left In the
formulation of an anti-capitalist
programme and policy. In a limited
sense, there has been the development of a united front of the Labour
Party and trade unions in opposition
to the gnvernment policy in cutting
social services. Now it is essential
to extend the process of discussion
and the organisation of the means
to centralise the various sectors in
struggle, like the anti-nuclear
movement, on the basis of an understanding that all the problems stem
from the inability of the capitalist
system, as a system, to develop the
economy and society.
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Full support for the Soviet Union, its
intervention in Afghanistan and a
programme of social transformations
in Britain
Amid all the confusion and hysteria of imperialism and its allies - and the
equivocal reaction of much of the leaderships of the Communist and Socialist
parties - it is clear that the intervention of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan is
a support for the forces of social progress against a residue of landlords,
feudal and tribal elements supported by imperialism. If we are to believe the
reports of the bourgeois press that Soviet tanks have been destroyed by these
elements, then it indicates that they are well-armed with sophisticated weapons
and these only come from one source; imperialism. If yankee imperialism
hasn't intervened directly, militarily in Afghanistan it is simply because it
doesn't have the social support for such an action. This intervention of the
Soviet Union has served to deepen all the division and uncertainties in world
capitalism and to stimulate the struggle of the masses for progress. Even
Pakistan and Saudi Arabia cannot accept the position of having the armed
forces ofyankee imperialism in their countries. Above all, yankee imperialism
and its allies, despite the most virulent anti-Soviet campaign, have been unable
to find any social support whatsoever. They have been unable to stimulate a
movement against the Soviet Union. Even in Pakistan there have been no antiSoviet movements of any importance and certainly nothing to compare with
the massive mobilisations in support of Iran and against the yanks which there
were a few weeks ago. And in Iran itself there has been no retreat in the
struggle, in the mobilisations of the masses against yankee imperialism. In the
United States itself not only have there been no mobilisations against the
Soviets but the Longshoremens Union (which has a notoriously repressive
leadership) has not been able to maintain the boycott which it called of Soviet
shipping.

Link the anti-nuclear movement with the
anti-capitalist struggle
The recent release of information, which the capitalist state had silenced for
24 years, over the crash of a B47 bomber near a secret nuclear bomb site in
Lakenheath in 1956, is only a part of the situation which the anti-nuclear
movement has uncovered. This movement is supported by sectors of the trade
unions and in part, the Labour Party. The recent declarations by the TGWU
against the siting of nuclear missiles in Europe and Britain and their call for
control over the !nstallations, shows that there is a profou~d movement and
scope for an anti-nuclear organisation, which fuses itself increasingly to the
struggle. of the wor~ing class. At this moment in particular, it is necessary to
unite thJS struggle With that of the steel workers, Leyland, water workers etc.
The reason why nuclear energy is markets. Moreover, the Workers
deadly, is because capitalism states themselves force capitalism,
produces for profit which it realises socially and economically, to elevate
through in the national or inter- its competitiveness and therefore
national market. The increase in productivity; this leads capitalism to
safety measures, raises the cost of introduce technology at all costs in
production, and accordingly, the order to seek to continue its
price of electricity. This increases the existence. The disregard for human
cost of finished products and safety, human life and human
diminishes the ability to realise profit. development is therefore inherent to
This is the context in which the anti- capitalist interest for whom these
nuclear movement has to be seen. things are unessential and an
Besides, we live in a stage of history impediment to profit. This leads to
of an immense increase in the level of the criminal disregard for life, as the
competition between all the Three Mlle Island disaster shows.
capitalists, who have lost their The hiding of information of the
colonies. The colonies are passing 847 crash has the same sense, and
over to the stage of revolutionary shows that capitalism will not stop at
and workers states and are lost to any crime to continue its function of
capitalism both as means of accumulation.
acquisition of raw materials and as
ENERGY IS USED BY THE RULING CLASS

NATIONAL
PROGRESS

BOUNDARIES

DO
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HUMAN

This intervention of the Soviets in Afghanistan is, demonstrably, not simply
a local event but an aspect of the world confrontation of two social systems.
It takes a military form but, in depth, it expresses an advance in the leadership
of the Soviet Union which goes beyond the immediate necessity to defend the
boundaries of the Soviet Union. In the first place it is a direct support for the
progress of the revolution and it meant that this leadership had to confront the
possibility that imperialism would launch the war which it is preparing.
They had to calculate this and their decision indicates a confidence which
stems from the nature of the Workers State itself and the support which the
Workers State has among the masses of the world. It is an intervention which
shows the process of changes and advance in this leadership to conjront the
possibility of the war with the assurance that the war means the end of
imperialism and capitalism. At the same time, there is still a great limitation in
the political intervention of the Soviet Union, in the sense that they do not
explain the problem of the Afghanistan Communist Party and why Amin had
to be overthrown. Neither have they intervened in an unequivocal way to
defend the position that national boundaries do not determine human
progress. And this only tends to feed the confusion and limitations which
exist in the Communist leadership on a world scale. However, the attitude
which they have taken has been one of the confrontation with imperialism
and the statement of Brezhnev that the Soviet l.hiion could not allow
Afghanistan to become "another Chile" is not the language of "detente",
or "peaceful co-existence". It is the language of the class struggle, of the
struggle system against system.
It is true, of course, that with a better political preparation, with the
elevation of the Afghanistan Communist Party in a previous period, the
military intervention might not have had to be quite so massive but none of
this detracts from the essential significance of this action. It is part of a world
strategy, on the part of the Soviets, aimed at confronting imperialism and
supporting the anti-imperialist, anti-capitalist struggle. Not least, it is an
intervention directed at Iran, in support of the masses and to stimulate those
elements in the present Iranian leadership, in the Khomeini sector also, that
are open to advance in this direction.
And, for all the equivocation, there has also been an advance in the
Communist parties and the stimulating of discussion. The French Communist
Party, for example, expressed itself in full support of the Soviets and, in the
Italy Communist Party, there has been a discussion on "justified and nonejustijied" interventions which indicates a preparation for changes. And these
are changes determined by the intervention of the Soviets and the pressure of
the workers and the masses at the base of these parties, which support the
Soviet Union. The absence of any movement against the Soviet Union is not a
negative but a positive thing; a proof that the proletariat and the masses of
the world, whatever the confusion and limitations of their leaderships see the
Soviet Union and the Workers States as the decisive forces for the progress of
humanity.

THE NATURAL ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE WORKING CLASS AND
THE SOVIET UNION
The position of the NEC of the Labour Party, of demanding the withdrawal
of troops from Afghanistan and that the new yankee missiles should not be
sited in Europe expresses all the division, crisis and uncertainty of the Labour
leadership. It is a position which comes from the total crisis of capitalism and
the pressure from the workers and masses at the base. The whole weakness of
the Thatcher government in front of the Soviet intervention expresses the
same total crisis of the capitalist system. Verbally, they have been very
forceful but, in action, they have been unable to do very much. The trip of
Carrington to gain support against the Soviets has been a failure, notably in
India. But the reality of the process can be judged by the actions and
preoccupations of this present government of British imperialism. ft should
leave no confusion in anyones mind. They are preoccupied to confront the
Soviet Union in a campaign of lies, and slander. In common with yankee
imperialism, they show that they are preparing the war. And, at the same time,
they are confronting the working class in this country. This is the twin axis of
their policies. They recognise the fact that there is a natural alliance between
the working class and the Soviet Union. And they recognise that of the two, it
is the Soviet Union and the Workers States in general which determine the
process of history at this stage.
This means that the process of the anti-capitalist struggle, which is reaching
a very acute stage now in this country - the idea of a general strike has
become quite common in the workers movement - cannot be separated from
the world process. It is not possible to advance the struggle against the policies
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We support all actions taken to
prevent capitalism from getting
nuclear installations when, where and
as it wants, because all its enterprises,
like the siting of nuclear power
stations in Britain due to start
immediately, with water-cooling
systems such as those which were
proved faulty in France recently, are
enterprises aimed at ai;ding the
desperate survival of a moribund and
criminal system. However, it is
necessary to see that energy itself from the remote times in history
through the Greeks up to the
discovery of steam and afterwards bas been a milans of production to
raise the standard of life, and that it
is the ruling classes which have
sought to use it to maintain their rule
in history. History has shown that the
ruling classes have used every means
in their power to retain their
~xistence and priviliJges, and had it
.not been for one means of inflicting
death, they would have sought
another. This shows that it is not
necessary to look for alternative
means of energy, such as solar or
magnetic, or other sources of energy
to resolve the "nuclear" problem.
It is necessary to develop these
alternatives, but for the development
of society and not as a defence
against capitalism, because all other
means of production but the nuclear
ones, be they in digging coal,
producing steel, fabricating cars,
road transport, all these kill workers
and people everyday. Thousands of
people die every year in the capitalist
countries, in driving cars. Thousands

of steel workers, car workers, miners,
and people die of accidents, diseases,
lack of safety, pollution, cancer,
which show that the problem is not
nuclear energy, but production under
the capitalist system. But humanity
has demonstrated that it is its own
intelligence which bas put the
discoveries at the service of the
progress of life, and has ove;rthrown
all the ruling castes and classes in
spite of all the might of the weapons
which they have had because they
had power and means. So, it is clear
that it is not nuclear energy in itself
which has to be attacked in the case
of the opposition to everything
'nuclear', but the capitalist class
which is putting it at the service of the
defense of accumulation, to compete
amongst themselves and particularly
with the workers states, in the present
stage when the capitalist system is
preparing nuclear war against the
workers states and humanity. This is
why all this discussion has to
conclude to say: down with the
capitalist system, for energy to be put
at the service of human progress,
and not of death. So, it is not energy
that is the problem, but the social
system. We appeal for all existing
nuclear installations and all plans for
future installations to be put under
workers and population control.
New installations should not be built
unless they are going to be under
workers control, particularly
considering that these installations
will be converted into war
installations.

that transport Is almost free, and all
necessities are cheap and there is no
inflation or unemployment. There
are no ecology groups in the Workers
States because the priority of life is
not capital accumulation, but life
itself. It is not true that there are
nuclear disasters and that the
bureaucracy hides them. When there
are accidents, it is because of lack of
means, lack of knowledge, and this is
easily rectified. There are no ecology
groups because there is no need for
them. There is no incentive to murder
people and in the USSR science and
technology are used to improve life,
to make experiments to give birth
without pain, to elevate the relations
between human beings and between
them and nature and the cosmos.
Nuclear energy is used on a vast scale
in the USSR to cut the ice in the
North Pole. There are radiological
centres all over the Soviet Union extending into Poland linear
electron accelerators to cu
sorts
of diseases, particularly malignant
tumours. There are nuclear plants for
electricity production, which allow
the lowering of the cost of
production in all the Workers States
which only a few years ago, were as
poor as stables. But it is yankee
imperialism which used the 'orange'
defoliant in Vietnam which provokes
genetic catastrophes. This defoliant
was produced in Seveso , and leaked
into the atmosphere, killing many
and maiming thousands, with untold
consequences for future generations.
AH capitalism can do is deny that this
is true, or say that it is a fatality of
production and life, or give
compensation money.

Capitalism has no interest in other
things but profit. It also bas to
compete with the system of the
Workers States which is increasingly
competitive and which demonstrates
to humanity that it is not impossible
to produce for need. This forces
capitalism to pay for unemployment
pay' otherwise, workers would form
or join massively, movements united
to the Workers States. So, in its
social and economic antagonistic
competition with the Workers States,
capitalism introduces automation as
the only means of maintaining the
productivity it needs to continue
competing. However, it does this at
an ever increasing pace, and with
deepening disregard for safety and
preservation of life, because all these
demand precautions which raise
production costs. Capitalism sees the
development of humanity as an
enemy to itself. So, the point has
been reached when it does not seek to
resolve the problems, but only to
survive and this leads it to think in
terms of destruction of the
unemployed rather than giving them
NUCLEAR ENERGY IS USED FOR PROGRESS IN THE WORKERS a job. This is the total and agonised
STATES
crisis of capitalism.
It is necessary to oppose nuclear
energy in capitalism, and to discuss
In the Workers States, they have investment and concentration of that it is being used for competition
eliminated precisely what is capital. So, the Workers States care and profit, and also for war
murderous in private property, which for life. In Moscow, the people see purposes. The Ecology movement,
is the system based on profit, that there is plenty of green space per anti-nuclear, anti-atomic war
investment, competition• re- inhabitant, that rents are very cheap, movements must make a United
Front and unite the anti-nuclear
slogans with the campaign against the
siting of nuclear missiles in Europe.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A greater link with the other movements in the rest of Europe has to
be developed but fundamentally· a
greater link with the workers movement, the trade unions, the Labour
of t~e Thatche: gove~nment internally and to ignore the policy which it has Party where the attractive force will
against the Soviet Umon. They are directly related. On the other hand support be not so much opposition to energy
for the Soviet Union means support for the transformation of the economy than to capitalism. Full support must
and so_cie_ty, for_ nati?nalisatio~ an_d a planned economy. Therefore, the ; be sought in the TG~ which has a
ne~ess1t1 .IS for d1Scusswns, meetmgs m the factories and workers areas, in the very good positton on . these
Uf!lVers1tzes for a programme ofsocial trans!ormations in this country together proble~s, and calls made m all
with full support to the Soviet Union and its intervention in support of the mdustnes for workers control of
masses ofAfghanistan and the progress of humanity.
production and safety. There must be
full support for the steel workers and
all struggles now developing towards
a geJJeral anti-capitalist mobilisation.
This is the way the movement will
SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED THE TEXT BY COMRADE
extend and develop, and finds its real
POSADAS:- AFGHANISTAN, IMPERIALISM, THE USSR,
expression in the anti-capitalist
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struggle.

